Ten thousand years later the Mississippi River remains a mighty and relentless builder, delivering 650,000 cubic feet of water to the Gulf every second of every minute, all day, every day. That is an amount of water roughly equal to the water that would be sent to the sewers if 19.5 million people stood at their toilets and flushed continuously, all day, every day. Whereas toilet water is easily wast ed, the Mississippi, by moving earth from around the United States to the valley, and from here to there within the valley, puts its water to work, shaping the landscape, fashioning terraces, erecting levees, digging channels, constructing lakes. The river carries 300 million metric tons of insoluble sediment to the Gulf of Mexico every year, and another 150 million tons of dissolved matter, gathered from such far off points as Montana Authoring and publishing "Mississippi Riverana" has become a tire some and cliched cottage industry.
The picturesque Mississippi of popular memory was never really that. To offer one example, in Twain's day the appetite of steamboats for timber was voracious. They consumed trees as fast as they could be felled, cut, and stacked along the water's edge. Moreover, in a misguided effort to keep the river channel clear of driftwood and snags that would interfere with riverboat traffic, the banks were sys tematically stripped. By the Civil War, the banks of the Mississippi River in many places were denuded and rapidly eroding, adding to the sediment load and altering the quality of the water. 3
The river is not only frozen in memory but in recent time and place by the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project. More than 1,600 miles of levees several stories high, and at their base the width of a football field, line most of the river below Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
Set back from the channel, they are designed to control floodwaters.
If the volume of water becomes too great for the levees to contain, spillways direct the excess into reservoirs and sea outlets. In addition, artificial cutoffs have shortened the river by a hundred or more miles, sending more water downstream faster, which reduces upstream flooding. The intent has been, largely for the sake of modern farming, to block the river's access to its flood plain.
The last great flood in the lower valley occurred over three quar ters of a century ago. In the rainy spring and early summer of 1927, a rain-swollen river forced its way through reinforced levees, sending one million people running for higher ground. Nearly a thousand never made it. When the waters receded accountants and adjustors moved in to reckon the financial toll. They put it at one billion dol lars, charged to an already weakening national economy. Coming at the height of the Roaring Twenties, the flood brought national attention to southern poverty and segregation. It foreshadowed the dustbowl and depression years that would shortly follow. come to imagine that they can and ought to stand apart from it.
They place it outside their own time, in a mythical past of Mark Twain and steamboats. They place it outside the physical world, behind giant earthen and concrete walls. They imagine the river has no nature, no force, no history of its own, and thus they imagine they control it. When they fail to control it, they blame each other, or else they pretend that natural patterns of flooding that have recurred for millennia are rare, improbable exceptions, accidents, disasters. They anthropomorphize the river, attributing to it such emotion as anger, and such intent as revenge. In addition, Louisiana and Mississippi have been losing their coastal marshes almost as quickly as they have been losing their interior wetlands. As recently as fifty years ago, Louisiana and the U.S. Congress were considering investing in reclamation schemes that would turn coastal marshland into farmland. Today, the land is disappearing altogether. Channel reconfiguration around and below New Orleans has stopped the annual floods that formerly spread sediment across a broad delta. As a result, the delta keeps getting longer and thinner. Hydrologists still classify it as a "bird foot" delta?there are several types of river deltas?though the talons are disproportionately long, and the feathered rough is gone. Mostly bone remains. Soon it will be a stork leg delta. Reconfiguration has increased the speed of the Mississippi River somewhat by narrow ing it, the effect of which is the same as putting a thumb over the end of a garden hose. Sediment carried by the river is shot out into the Gulf of Mexico, where it drops to the sea floor, rather than col lecting along the coast. (Pollutants, too, are sent farther into the Gulf where some stimulate the blossoming of algae, great clouds of which annually create "dead zones" by depleting dissolved oxygen and suffocating fish and shellfish.) The real problem, however, is that the river's mouth extends so far out into the Gulf beyond the coastline, farther every year as the thin delta lengthens while the coastal estuaries recede, that even if the river dropped its sediment at its mouth it would no longer add much to the coastline that falls farther and farther behind it. Gulf waters that erode coastal marshes and inundate brackish areas with higher concentrations of saline also kill cypress trees and destroy bird and shellfish habitat. In 1802, a visitor to New Orleans admired the abundance of fish, oysters, and turtles gathered within two to three miles of the city and served fresh daily. These days, the fish and oysters are likely to be farmed, and New Orleans is sinking.8
The river has changed right along with human-induced modi fications, adapting as a river, but not the same river it was a few centuries ago. A modified forest has affected the variety of wildlife, although not necessarily by reducing diversity, a common yardstick for measuring environmental change and overall health. Even had they not been hunted to near extinction, black bear, cougar, and wolves would have disappeared anyway, along with the environ ment that sustained their populations. Change has been good for some indigenous creatures, especially the small, fur-bearing animals that once fed larger predators. White tailed deer, once nearly extinct, have been reintroduced. They thrive at the edges of fields, abandoned homesteads, and highways, and helped by conservation authorities have ballooned in population. Chemical pollution led to fish farming, which led to bighead carp, which itself is a kind of pollution that may lead to still further chemical pollution until the river is so toxic that even Asian carp cannot survive. What is certain is that the river that once existed, free of added chemicals and carp, is gone for good, and strategies of managing the river today will surely fail if its many managers forget that fact. Carp are no longer "exotic" species. Like the chemicals, they are now very much a part of the river and its ecology. They belong to nature's river, which remains no less "natural" despite its changed nature.11
Many fear the river today, with good reason. It is a toxic soup. Fear is part of the appeal of the romantic "riverana." The river of yore was clean and safe. It was a refuge for Huck and Jim, who faced their gravest dangers from people on land. The Huck Finn re-enactors are time travelers. Safe in their boats from our river, they imagine they drift down Twain's. But swimming the river, our river, and getting wet with its toxic water, occasionally even gulping it, that is not so romantic. If that happens, it will not be because of anything humans have done to the river. It will be because it is in a river's nature to find the shortest, steepest route to the sea. *3
More consideration needs to be given to the river as a river, and to the matter of how people might live with it as a river, as the Tunica did, perhaps, or even as the residents of New Orleans did during the flood of 1849. It might be useful to break down the barriers?the mental barriers first, and then, cautiously, some of the material bar riers?between land and water, wet and dry, solid and liquid, past and present, and most of all between nature's river and our river.
We might start by imagining a Mississippi River that was safe to drink. A politics of conservation must be based on acceptance and understanding of nature, not fear and denial of it. That will not be easy. There is much that makes living with the river difficult, even dangerous to our health, and serves only to push us back from it. The Mississippi River is dangerous, its floods disastrous, its waters poisonous. But it has always been dangerous, as Matthew Phelps learned over two centuries ago. For rivers have their own natures, and efforts to possess and control them are doomed to fail.
